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a b s t r a c t 
Radio production involves editing speech-based audio using tools that represent sound using simple waveforms. 
Semantic speech editing systems allow users to edit audio using an automatically generated transcript, which 
has the potential to improve the production workﬂow. To investigate this, we developed a semantic audio ed- 
itor based on a pilot study. Through a contextual qualitative study of ﬁve professional radio producers at the 
BBC, we examined the existing radio production process and evaluated our semantic editor by using it to create 
programmes that were later broadcast. 
We observed that the participants in our study wrote detailed notes about their recordings and used annotation 
to mark which parts they wanted to use. They collaborated closely with the presenter of their programme to 
structure the contents and write narrative elements. Participants reported that they often work away from the 
oﬃce to avoid distractions, and print transcripts so they can work away from screens. They also emphasised that 
listening is an important part of production, to ensure high sound quality. We found that semantic speech editing 
with automated speech recognition can be used to improve the radio production workﬂow, but that annotation, 
collaboration, portability and listening were not well supported by current semantic speech editing systems. In 
this paper, we make recommendations on how future semantic speech editing systems can better support the 
requirements of radio production. 
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1. Introduction 
Speech is a natural form of communication which is rich in infor-
ation. Since the early twentieth century, radio broadcasting has been
sed to transmit and consume speech-based content. Today, radio lis-
enership remains high and podcasting continues to grow in popularity.
Although many radio programmes are still broadcast live, a large
roportion are pre-recorded and put together using audio editing soft-
are. Eﬃcient navigation and editing of speech is crucial to the radio
roduction process. However, unlike text, speech must be consumed
equentially, and does not naturally support visual search techniques
 Wolfe and Horowitz, 2004 ). 
Audio editing interfaces display a visual representation of the ampli-
ude of the sound, called a ‘waveform ’. This gives users some ability to
isually search and scan audio content. Although the waveform is useful
or many editing tasks, it displays very limited information, especially
hen zoomed out ( Loviscach, 2011 ). 
Semantic audio analysis technology can be used to extract higher-
evel information from the sound, such as whether it is speech or music
 Panagiotakis and Tziritas, 2005 ), where diﬀerent people are speaking
 Anguera Miro et al., 2012 ) or an approximate transcript of what they∗ Corresponding author. at: BBC Research and Development, Centre House, 56 Wo
E-mail address: chris.baume@bbc.co.uk (C. Baume). 
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071-5819/© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access arre saying. Presenting this information to the user could allow them to
avigate and edit audio content much more eﬃciently ( Whittaker and
mento, 2004 ). 
We are interested in investigating whether semantic speech edit-
ng can be used for radio production, and understanding what eﬀect
emantic editing and automatic speech recognition (ASR) transcripts
ave on the production process. In this paper, we describe the design
nd development of Dialogger – a semantic speech editing interface for
adio production. We explain how we used our system to run a con-
extual user study that evaluated semantic speech editing for the pro-
uction of real radio programmes at the BBC. We ﬁnd that semantic
peech editing can be used to improve the radio production workﬂow.
e learn about the eﬀect of semantic speech interfaces on the produc-
ion workﬂow, and identify opportunities to better address the needs of
roducers. 
. Background 
Semantic speech editing techniques have been used to enhance a
umber of interfaces in a variety of applications by using either manualod Lane, W12 7SB London, United Kingdom 
arch 2018 
ticle under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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mr ASR transcription. SCAN ( Whittaker et al., 1999 ) is an interface de-
igned to support retrieval from speech archives. It used ASR transcripts
o allow users to search for keywords, and to visually search the record-
ng by reading the transcript. This system was developed into SCANMail
 Whittaker et al., 2002 ), an interface designed for interacting with voice-
ail. It added a number of features including paragraph segmentation
nd the ability to skip to a point in the transcript by clicking on a word.
hittaker et al. (2002) evaluated SCANMail using eight expert users and
ound that the transcript display enabled users to visually scan the con-
ent of recordings to quickly extract information and judge which parts
ere relevant, without having to play the audio. The interface was later
nhanced with error correction functionality and conﬁdence shading,
hich greys-out words that may be incorrect ( Burke et al., 2006 ). 
Avid released a feature for their Media Composer video editing soft-
are in 2007 called ‘ScriptSync ’ ( Avid Technology Inc., 2011 ). This
eature aligns a user-supplied transcript to a video recording using a
atented method ( Griggs, 2007 ). The feature places a marker in the
ideo for each line of the transcript, allowing users to jump to a par-
icular line, or see which line in the transcript corresponds to the cur-
ent point in the video. We did not ﬁnd any reported user studies of
criptSync. 
Transcripts can also be used as a mechanism for editing media con-
ent. SILVER ( Casares et al., 2002; Long et al., 2003 ) is a video editor
hat included various ‘smart editing ’ features including an editable tran-
cript window. It used ASR to align the words from subtitles to video.
he video could then be edited by selecting and deleting text in the
ranscript. Gaps, errors and edits were displayed in the transcript using
pecial characters and the user could correct missing or wrong words.
ll of the video editor ’s features were evaluated together in an informal
tudy with seven students. The report of the study did not provide any
esults on the transcript-based editing feature. 
When editing a video interview, you want to avoid making a cut
hen the person speaking is in shot, because it causes the image to sud-
enly jump. Berthouzoz et al. (2012) used image processing algorithms
o create a video editor that can help the user hide these edit points.
he editor has an editable transcript window that displays suitable edit
oints and allows the user to edit the video by selecting and deleting
ext. The transcripts were generated using a paid-for crowd-sourcing ser-
ice with speech alignment software. The system also allowed users to
asily remove ‘umm ’s or repeated words. No user study was conducted
n the reported study, however positive feedback was received from nine
rofessionals who were given a demonstration. 
Whittaker and Amento (2004) created an interface for editing voice-
ail messages using ASR transcripts. Users could cut-and-paste parts
hat they wanted and delete other parts. The system was evaluated in a
ormal study of 16 voicemail users, which found that semantic editing
as faster and as accurate as editing with a waveform-based interface.
rucially, this was true even though the transcripts had an average word
rror rate of 28%. This shows that semantic editing is beneﬁcial even
hen using imperfect transcripts. 
Hyperaudio Pad is an open-source audio and video editor, ﬁrst
roposed by Boas (2011) , and now available online as a free service
 Hyperaudio Inc., 2016 ). This is a web-based interface that allows users
o navigate and edit online media using transcripts. The transcripts are
enerated from subtitles by using speech alignment software. Editing is
one by selecting a part of the transcript and dragging it into a win-
ow to create a ‘clip ’. Other clips can be added and re-ordered, and the
dited version can be played and shared with others. No user studies of
his system could be found. 
Rubin et al. (2013) presented a novel interface for creating ‘audio
tories ’ that combine speech and music. The interface uses an editable
ranscript with two columns, one for each of a pair of speakers. It al-
owed the user to cut, copy, paste and delete the audio using the text.
t also highlighted repeated words, similar sentences, ‘umm ’s, breaths
nd pauses in the transcript. The transcripts were generated using a68 rowd-sourcing service with speech alignment software that also de-
ected breaths. The system from Rubin et al. included additional func-
ionality for ﬁnding and adding music tracks, and for varying the length
f music using automatic looping. The system was evaluated through
 short informal study of four participants where the editing capabili-
ies received positive feedback. No follow-up studies have been reported
ince. 
Sivaraman et al. (2016) created a semantic editing system for asyn-
hronous voice-based discussions, where users could quickly edit their
peech recording before sending it to the recipient. Their system used
ear-live ASR and detected pauses in the speech. Their interface allowed
sers to delete selected words/pauses, insert additional pauses and ﬁx
ncorrect words. In a formal qualitative study of their system with nine
sers, they found that text-based editing was considered good enough to
eplace waveform editing, and to be more accessible. They observed that
ost users only used the system to make ﬁne-grained edits, instead of
diting large chunks. Users said that the transcript also allowed them to
uickly review all the points that were made, and that the errors in the
ranscript weren ’t a heavy distraction. A quantitative study of 28 stu-
ents and teachers found that including editing functionality resulted
n the students reporting lower levels of mental task load, eﬀort and
emporal demand. 
Yoon et al. (2014) created a collaborative tablet-based document an-
otation system called RichReview, which oﬀered users three modalities
n which to annotate documents - freeform inking, voice recording and
eictic gestures. The voice recordings were displayed using a waveform,
verlaid with an ASR transcript of the speech. Users could trim or tidy
he voice recordings by drawing a line through words or pauses to re-
ove them. The system was evaluated using a qualitative study of 12
tudents which found that the editing features were considered easy to
se and eﬃcient for removing ‘umm ’s and long pauses. However many
articipants reported that the transcripts were not accurate enough to
se without having to listen to the audio. 
The systems so far have only considered handling speech that has al-
eady been recorded. Often, speech is recorded from a pre-written script
r from notes. Shin et al. (2016) created a system called Voice Script
hat supports an integrated workﬂow for writing scripts, and record-
ng/editing audio. An informal study with four amateur participants
ound that it could support various workﬂows including multiple it-
rations. It included a ‘master script ’ layout which was used to bring
ogether diﬀerent recordings, and that was found to work well. A sec-
nd study of four amateur participants directly compared the system to
hat of Rubin et al. (2013) , which found that participants were able to
omplete an audio production task 25% faster using the Voice Script
ystem. This study demonstrates that for workﬂows that involve pre-
ritten scripts, there is potential to improve the audio editing by using
n integrated writing and editing system. 
ASR transcripts were used by Whittaker and Amento (2004) ,
ivaraman et al. (2016) , Shin et al. (2016) and Yoon et al. (2014) , but
erthouzoz et al. (2012) and Rubin et al. (2013) chose to use perfect
ranscripts from a crowd-sourcing service. Hyperaudio Inc. (2016) used
ligned subtitles and Casares et al. (2002) used a combination of subti-
les and ASR. 
In summary, Whittaker and Amento (2004) found that semantic edit-
ng of speech in voicemail is faster and as accurate as using waveforms.
ivaraman et al. (2016) found that for editing discussions, semantic edit-
ng is a more accessible alternative to waveform editing. Systems have
een developed for audio and video production ( Berthouzoz et al., 2012;
asares et al., 2002; Rubin et al., 2013; Shin et al., 2016 ), but these were
ostly designed without prior user requirements, and the studies were
nformal and used amateur participants. In this paper, we describe the
esign of our system, which is based on the results of a published pilot
tudy ( Baume et al., 2015 ), and present our formal study, which uses
eal content and professional users in an uncontrolled working environ-
ent. 
C. Baume et al. Int. J. Human-Computer Studies 115 (2018) 67–80 
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1 https://www.audionetwork.com/ (accessed 15.08.2016). 
2 https://www.speechmatics.com/ (accessed 15.08.2016). . System requirements 
Our interest in applying semantic editing techniques to radio pro-
uction ﬁrst emerged from a pilot study we conducted at the BBC
 Baume et al., 2015 ). In this section, we discuss the ﬁndings of the study
nd the resulting system requirements for our semantic editing system. 
.1. Pilot study 
The objectives of the pilot study were to discover how radio pro-
rammes are created, and to identify any opportunities to improve the
rocess. Three representative programme types were studied: a news
ulletin, a drama and a documentary. The producers of each programme
ere observed and interviewed to fully document their workﬂow, which
ook between half a day (for news) and four days (for the documentary).
The main ﬁnding of the study was that the participants preferred
o work with text-based representations of audio, rather than working
ith the audio directly. For example, the producers of the documentary
logged ’ each interview they recorded by transcribing it themselves, or
y paying a third-party service to write a full transcription. They then
sed the transcripts to select which bits they wanted to use, and copied
he text to create a rough script of the programme. Once the script was
ostly complete, they had to ﬁnd and cut each piece of audio for the pro-
ramme to create what is known as a ‘rough edit ’. Both the logging and
ough edit processes are very time-consuming for the producer. From
his study, we identiﬁed an opportunity to apply semantic speech edit-
ng techniques to these parts of the production workﬂow. 
.2. Transcripts 
Radio programmes are assigned a slot in the broadcast schedule,
o producers have a strict deadline for ﬁnishing their programme. Pro-
rammes are often scheduled about three weeks in advance, but some-
imes as little as a week in advance. This means that producers have very
ittle time to spare. If a programme ’s budget allows, interview record-
ngs can be sent to a transcription service where they are transcribed by
 person overnight. However, most programmes do not have the budget
or this, so the producer transcribes the recordings themselves. 
Transcripts are used to help the producer make editorial decisions,
ut are usually not published. For this reason, the transcripts only have
o be suﬃciently accurate to use for editing. Both Whittaker and Amento
2004) and Sivaraman et al. (2016) found that the errors in the tran-
cripts did not prevent users from being able to edit using them. How-
ver, both also found that users wanted to be able to ﬁx incorrect words
n the transcript. 
Requirement: Our semantic editing system needs to be able to produce
 transcript quickly and cheaply. It should be accurate enough to be
seful for editing, and allow for correction where necessary. 
.3. Editing 
There are already well-established systems and software in place for
roducing radio programmes. Producers use a digital audio workstation
 ‘DAW ’) to select the parts of each interview that they want to use in
heir programme, and to arrange them into a narrative. The BBC pro-
ide two diﬀerent DAWs – dira! StarTrack (made by SCISYS) and SADiE
made by Prism Sound). Some producers prefer to use other DAWs, but
s installation of software is restricted on corporate computers, they
ust use their personal computers. 
Waveforms are used to visually represent audio in the DAW to help
he user navigate the recordings. The edits performed in a DAW are ‘non-
estructive ’ because the original recordings remain untouched. This al-
ows the producer the ﬂexibility to adjust or undo their decisions at any
oint during the editing process. 
Specialist sound engineers (known as ‘studio managers ’) are some-
imes brought in on the last day of production to ensure that the sound69 s well balanced, and to do any advanced editing that is required. This
ncludes removal of unwanted ‘umm ’s or breaths in a process called ‘de-
mming ’. Being able to de-umm speech in a way that is inaudible to
he listener is considered to be a skilled task that requires precision,
udgement and experience. 
Music is often included in a programme, either as a theme tune, a
hort interlude or in the background. Producers select the music, often
rom their personal collection. However, a number of services are also
sed for ﬁnding suitable commercial or rights-free music, such as Audio
etwork 1 . The music is added and edited using the DAW. 
At the end of the editing process, the producer ’s supervisor (known
s the ‘editor ’) listens to the programme with the producer to give their
eedback and sign-oﬀ. As part of this process, they both listen out for
epeated words or phrases. However, this is only usually a problem in
rama production where multiple takes of the same lines are recorded. 
Requirement: Our semantic editing system needs to be able to se-
ect and arrange parts of audio recordings. Given that there are well-
stablished radio production systems for advanced editing tasks such as
e-umming and addition of music, it also needs to be able to integrate
ith these so that it can be used in professional radio production. 
. System design 
This section describes the design of our system, as guided by the
equirements set out in Section 3 . We explain the rationale behind our
esign decisions, outline our implementation, and describe the function-
lity and operation of Dialogger. The goal of our system is to improve
he radio production process by using semantic speech editing to make
t easier and more eﬃcient to navigate and edit recordings of speech.
o fulﬁl our system requirements, we designed our system to produce
ranscripts quickly and cheaply, eﬃciently select and arrange parts of
udio recordings, and integrate with existing radio production systems.
.1. Automatic speech recognition 
Three factors were considered when choosing a transcription method
turnaround time, cost and accuracy. Previous semantic speech editing
ystem have used manual transcription ( Berthouzoz et al., 2012; Rubin
t al., 2013 ), ASR ( Sivaraman et al., 2016; Whittaker and Amento, 2004 )
nd alignment of subtitles ( Casares et al., 2002; Hyperaudio Inc., 2016 ).
anual transcriptions are nearly 100% accurate, however they are ex-
ensive (about $1 per minute) and slow (typically 24 hours). ASR tran-
cripts are imperfect, but cheap (about $1 per hour) and fast (quicker
han real-time listening). Our system requires quick and cheap tran-
cripts that are suﬃciently accurate, so we chose to use ASR transcripts
enerated by a state-of-the-art commercial web service. 2 Whittaker and
mento (2004) and Sivaraman et al. (2016) found that users want to be
ble to correct the transcript, so we designed our system so that users
an ﬁx incorrect words. 
As part of the transcription process, the ASR system performed
peaker diarization ( Anguera Miro et al., 2012 ), which gave each
peaker an identiﬁcation number and estimated their gender. We
egmented the transcript into paragraphs to indicate changes in
peaker, and used a text label at the beginning of each paragraph
o display the gender and identiﬁcation number (e.g. [M2], [F5]).
ubin et al. (2013) also identiﬁed speakers by placing their respective
arts of the transcript in diﬀerent columns. However, this approach lim-
ts the number of speakers by the number of columns that can be dis-
layed. By labelling paragraphs, we are able to support multiple speak-
rs. 
The ASR system also gave each word a score to represent the conﬁ-
ence of the word being correct. We used this conﬁdence rating to shade
C. Baume et al. Int. J. Human-Computer Studies 115 (2018) 67–80 
Fig. 1. Screenshot of the user interface with highlighted features: (1) individual user accounts and projects, (2) upload of audio recordings, (3) list of uploaded 
recordings, (4) waveform display of currently selected recording, (5) toolbar with playback, save, copy and print functionality, (6) transcript of selected recording 
with speaker labelling and word editing, (7) conﬁdence shading, (8) transcript selection with drag-and-drop editing, (9) listing and re-ordering of edits, (10) duration 
of edit, (11) export edit to audio ﬁle or digital audio workstation. 
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wny words that fell below a threshold, known as ‘conﬁdence shading ’.
his can help the user identify or ignore words that may be incorrect
 Burke et al., 2006; Suhm et al., 2001; Vemuri et al., 2004 ). 
.2. Editing interface 
Our semantic editing system needs to be able to eﬃciently select
nd arrange parts of audio recordings. Previous approaches have used
elect/delete ( Berthouzoz et al., 2012; Casares et al., 2002; Sivara-
an et al., 2016 ), cut/paste/delete ( Rubin et al., 2013; Whittaker and
mento, 2004 ), and drag-and-drop ( Hyperaudio Inc., 2016 ) as methods
f editing the transcript. Select/delete interfaces allow parts of an in-
ividual transcript to be chosen or removed, but this does not support
e-ordering. Cut/paste/delete interfaces do allow re-ordering, but it can
e diﬃcult to extract a small clip from a long recording, and to track
he clip boundaries and their origin. We chose to use a drag-and-drop
nterface as it allows selection of smaller clips from long recordings, re-
rdering of clips, mixing of clips from diﬀerent recordings, and has clear
oundaries between clips. 
Our editing system also needs to integrate with the existing radio
roduction system. To facilitate this, we designed our system to export
n EDL that describes the edit points. This ‘non-destructive ’ approach
llows integration with other audio editors, and for them to re-adjust
revious edits, add new ones and insert additional components such as
usic. 
.3. System description 
This section gives a brief overview of Dialogger, including details of
ur implementation, the functionality and its operation. A screenshot
f the interface and numbered list of the main features are shown in
igure 1 . A live demo of the system is also available 3 . 3 https://speecheditor.virt.ch.bbc.co.uk/demo (accessed 15.08.2016). 
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a
70 .3.1. Implementation 
We designed our interface to be browser-based, as the BBC corporate
olicy meant that it was not possible to install new software on the
roducers ’ computers. This came with the added beneﬁt of allowing
sers to work from anywhere in the world on any operating system, but
he downside that they have to be connected to the Internet. 
We included two export options – a ‘destructive ’ WAVE audio ﬁle
utput, where the edits cannot be re-adjusted, and a ‘non-destructive ’
DL output, where they can. 
The time taken by the transcription service to process each uploaded
ecording was approximately half as long as the length of the recording.
he time depends primarily on the length of the recording but also on
oise, accents and the complexity of the speech. 
The ASR system we chose was evaluated using a large multi-genre
elevision dataset ( Bell et al., 2015 ). It had an overall word error rate
f 47%, however for news content, which is clearly spoken by a na-
ive speaker, this dropped to 16%. As the speech on radio programmes
s similar in nature to speech on television news, we found the error
ate to be comparable. However recordings with non-native speakers or
igniﬁcant background noise had a higher error rate. For comparison,
he reported error rate of the system used by Whittaker and Amento
2004) was 28%, and for Sivaraman et al. (2016) it was 10%. 
We did not include features for adding or editing music. During the
ilot study, we found that specialist tools are already used for ﬁnding
nd choosing music, and that editing of music is already eﬃciently han-
led by the DAW. Rubin et al. (2013) included features for ﬁnding music
racks and creating loops within them. 
Rubin et al. (2013) also included detection of repeated words and
hrases. We chose not to include this, as our pilot study found that re-
eats are only an issue in drama production. As the production of drama
nvolves a very diﬀerent workﬂow of recording multiple takes of lines
rom a script ( Baume et al., 2015 ), we chose to focus on production
orkﬂows for pre-recorded content in our system design or study. 
.3.2. Operation 
The functionality and operation of the system is described below as
 typical user journey. Each feature is numbered and shown in Fig. 1 . 
C. Baume et al. Int. J. Human-Computer Studies 115 (2018) 67–80 
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5Users access Dialogger by navigating to a web page in their browser.
hey start by logging into the system using their account (1) and create a
roject where they can upload their speech recordings (2) that appear in
 list on the left (3). Each recording is automatically transcribed. When
t is opened, the waveform appears at the top and the transcript appears
n the middle section. The recording can be played (5) and navigated by
sing the waveform (4) or by clicking on a word in the transcript (6). The
ranscript shows where diﬀerent people are speaking using paragraphs
abelled with the speaker ’s gender and an identiﬁcation number (e.g.
F2]). Words which are likely to be incorrect are shaded grey (7), known
s ‘conﬁdence shading ’. Incorrect words can be ﬁxed by double-clicking
hem and typing the correct word. The transcript text can be copied or
rinted using buttons at the top. The audio can be edited by selecting a
ange of words (8), then using drag-and-drop to place it in the area to
he right which creates a clip (9). Clips can be re-ordered and deleted.
he total duration of the edited clips is displayed (10). The edited audio
an be played through to preview the result, and the edit can be saved.
inally, the edited clips can be exported as a .wav audio ﬁle or as an
DL (11) for further editing in a DAW. 
. Evaluation methodology 
We were interested in determining whether professional radio pro-
ucers could successfully use a semantic speech editing workﬂow with
SR transcripts as part of the production of a real radio programme. We
anted to investigate what eﬀect semantic editing had on the produc-
ion workﬂow, and whether there were any speciﬁc features that could
e added to improve the functionality. Additionally, we were interested
n measuring whether this approach was faster than their existing work-
ow, and if it continued to be used after the trial. 
We also wanted to take this opportunity to continue our research
n the existing radio production workﬂow to learn more about the
hallenges producers face and the tools they use to produce their pro-
rammes. Our pilot study did not explore requirements in-depth, and
here is not much previous literature that analyses actual radio produc-
ion practice, so we wanted to be able to inform researchers and design-
rs about real requirements and behaviour in this ﬁeld. 
To achieve these goals, we conducted a qualitative contextual study
f radio producers working under two conditions – the existing editing
orkﬂow and the semantic editing workﬂow. 
.1. Approach 
Radio production is not well-studied within academia. Although a
umber of unrelated studies on television production systems have pre-
iously been conducted ( Engström et al., 2010; Perry et al., 2009 ), but
e were unable to ﬁnd any that studied radio producers. 4 However, in
his case we were able to recruit professional radio producers from the
BC due to the access available to us as an internal research department.
e therefore chose to take a qualitative approach to data collection so
hat we could learn about the radio production process, and develop an
cademic understanding of the production workﬂow. 
We used direct observation, where we witnessed radio production
rst-hand without taking part. Direct observation allowed us unobtru-
ively to collect the data without adding to the producer ’s existing high
orkload. Additionally we could observe the real-world process, as op-
osed to a theoretical or reported one, and take into account the context
f the working environment. We also hope that our qualitative inquiries
ould help to bridge the gap between academics and practitioners. 
To take advantage of the available access to the work environment,
e chose to use contextual inquiry techniques to learn about the work-
ows, tools, and the social, technical and physical environments. This4 Kim et al. (2003) attempted to recruit radio producers but was unsuccessful 
ecause the producers were “so highly tasked ”. 
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71 ook the form of an initial interview, followed by a period of observa-
ion, then a ﬁnal interview. Radio producers ﬁnd it diﬃcult to step away
rom their day-to-day work for too long. To account for this, each sys-
em was used for the production of the programme that the participant
as working on at the time, and the audio content they needed to edit
hat day. Participants were interviewed and observed in their normal
orking environment. 
.2. Design and procedure 
We designed a ﬁve-stage experimental procedure that followed a
ypical contextual inquiry format of interview/observation/interview.
n addition, we recorded some simple metrics such as task completion
ime and feature usage. 
tage 1: Background interview. Participants were ﬁrst given an overview
f the project and the study, and asked to complete a consent form. This
as immediately followed by a semi-structured interview to learn about
he participant ’s background, their existing production workﬂow and
he tools they used as part of that. The investigator asked participants
o describe the radio production process in detail, and used follow-up
uestions to clarify their understanding. This information was recorded
sing written notes. 
tage 2: Dialogger training. A short training session on the Dialogger in-
erface. Each participant was trained on the interface ’s functionality us-
ng a pre-written ‘tool-tip tour ’, in which the participant was presented
ith a sequence of instructional pop-up dialog boxes overlaid on the in-
erface. This ensured consistency of training between participants. Each
articipant was then issued with a series of tasks that utilised all of
he system functionality. The investigator observed this stage and wrote
otes of any unexpected behaviour or stumbling blocks. 
tage 3: Task observation. Observing the participant as they produced
 radio programme. Each programme is composed of a number of in-
erviews on a single topic, or set of topics. We observed the partici-
ant while they logged and rough-edited two diﬀerent interviews for
he same programme. They did this by editing an interview under each
ondition – one using their existing production workﬂow, and the other
sing Dialogger. The order of the conditions was counterbalanced. 
The investigator sat beside the participant during the task and wrote
otes on the workﬂow, tools, generated metadata, usability issues, task
ompletion time, and unexpected reactions or usage. The actions of the
articipant on Dialogger were logged electronically. After they com-
leted the task, they were asked to rate each condition using the NASA
ask Load Index metrics ( Hart and Staveland, 1988 ). 
tage 4: Interview. A semi-structured interview about the participant ’s
xperience of each system and how they compared. The investigator
uestioned participants about the advantages and disadvantages of each
orkﬂow, then asked about any speciﬁc topics, issues or questions
hat cropped up during observation. The audio from this interview was
ecorded and transcribed to allow for further detailed analysis. 
tage 5: Longitudinal deployment. Each participant was then given access
o Dialogger for a further month, and was invited to continue to use it
f they wished. Each week, they were asked via email whether they had
een using the system, and if so, which features they valued most/least
r were missing. During this time, their usage of Dialogger was also
ogged electronically. 
.3. Recruitment 
We invited professional radio producers with at least ﬁve years of ex-
erience to take part by sending an email to departments in BBC Radio
hat create pre-produced factual programmes. Drama programmes were
C. Baume et al. Int. J. Human-Computer Studies 115 (2018) 67–80 
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Fig. 2. Radio production workﬂow as described by participants. Dialogger can 
be used for steps 3–5 and 9. 
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s  xcluded from the study as their production workﬂow involves mak-
ng multiple recordings of lines in a script and selecting the best ones
 Baume et al., 2015 ). This is a suﬃciently diﬀerent process to other pro-
ramme genres that it warrants a diﬀerent interface. 
Five participants (P1–P5) were recruited (4 male, 1 female) who each
ad between 6 and 20 years experience in working as a radio producer.
lthough we had a small number of participants, the experience of the
roducers and the depth of the study means that their feedback should
arry signiﬁcant weight. Five participants is also considered suﬃcient
or identifying most usability problems ( Nielsen and Landauer, 1993 ). 
During the experiment, the participants worked on programmes of
iﬀerent lengths from a range of genres: P1 produced a single 27-min
ocumentary, P2 produced a 27-min documentary as part of a ten-part
eries, P3 produced a single 45-min documentary, P4 produced a 14-
in archive programme (based around material from the archive) as
art of a ten-part series, and P5 produced a single 27-min magazine
how (covering multiple stories on a single theme). 
.4. Analysis 
Our study produced observation notes, interview transcripts and
etrics. We used thematic analysis with open, ﬂat coding to interpret
he textual data, and we used statistical analysis to process the numeric
ata, as described below. 
.4.1. Coding 
We manually transcribed the audio recorded from the interviews in
tage 4 to produce a verbatim transcript, and collated them with notes
ade by the investigator from Stages 1, 2 and 3. To organise and process
his textual information, we employed the use of coding techniques. 
We performed a two-stage coding process. Firstly, we openly coded
ach part of the transcripts into a ﬂat structure. As there are not many
revious studies on radio production, we decided to use open coding
o that the categories would emerge from the data we collected, rather
han attempting to test an existing model. We used the software package
QDA ( Huang, 2016 ) to execute this stage. 
Once all of the text had been processed, we grouped the codes that
ad common themes. We used mind-mapping software to help us re-
rrange the codes into various hierarchical structures until a logical so-
ution was found. The coding and grouping was performed by the inves-
igator that collected the data. 
.4.2. Metrics 
To enrich the qualitative data we collected, we also measured some
asic metrics including task completion time, cognitive load and post-
rial system usage. The number of participants in our study was small,
ur study was conducted in an uncontrolled setting and we did not set
lear hypotheses before starting. As such, these metrics will not be sta-
istically valid, nor have conﬁrmation power. Nevertheless, we chose
o collect this data to gain an initial insight into how semantic editing
ight aﬀect the editing speed and workload during the study, and work
ractices after the study. 
We used task completion time from stage 3 as a metric for editing
peed. As participants used diﬀerent interviews of varying lengths for
ach condition, we measured task completion time relative to the length
f the audio recording being edited. We used a paired t -test to test for any
igniﬁcant diﬀerence between the existing and semantic editing work-
ows. 
To measure the cognitive load of each task, we used the raw TLX
etrics gathered from the questionnaire in stage 3. We used a paired t -
est on each of the six metrics to test them individually for any signiﬁcant
iﬀerences. 
Finally, to measure the level of usage during the longitudinal de-
loyment in stage 5, we collected the time spent using the interface, the
umber of new uploads and the number of exported edits. As this data72 s only relevant to the semantic editing workﬂow, the raw numbers will
e reported. 
. Results 
The coding process resulted in 40 codes, which were grouped into ten
ategories and four themes (see Table 1 ). The codes contain comments
bout both the existing and semantic editing workﬂows, however for
larity we will present these results individually. 
We start by going through the existing radio production workﬂow in
etail, with an emphasis on the challenges that were identiﬁed, and the
ools that are used as part of the process. We then consider the seman-
ic editing workﬂow and expand on the four themes identiﬁed during
oding. Finally, we look at the results of the metrics that we captured
uring the observation and longitudinal deployment. 
.1. Existing workﬂow 
This section describes the existing radio production workﬂow. The
rocess is documented as described by participants in the interviews
Stages 1 and 4) and as witnessed by the investigator during the obser-
ation (Stage 3). We start by providing an overview of the workﬂow,
hen discuss the topics identiﬁed through coding. 
.1.1. Overview 
This section describes the high-level production workﬂow for pre-
roduced content as described by the participants. This is also repre-
ented by the numbered diagram in Fig. 2 , and the description below
ses numbers to make reference to each part of the diagram. 
When a programme is commissioned, the producer starts by re-
earching the subject (1) in detail to identify a compelling story and to
C. Baume et al. Int. J. Human-Computer Studies 115 (2018) 67–80 
Table 1 
Topics, categories and codes (left to right), that emerged from analysis of the interviews in Stage 4 and the observation notes from Stages 1, 2 and 
3. 
Challenges Complexity, quantity, environment, concentration, time taken 
Comprehension Navigation Speed, search, paragraphs, speaker segmentation, time since recording, cross-referencing 
Accuracy Correction, accents, good enough, conﬁdence shading, use after editing 
Organisation Mark-up Bold, star rating, labelling, annotation, timestamps, word processing 
Programme script Structuring, collaborating with presenter 
Editing Sound quality Fast playback, anxiety of not listening 
Technique Deleting, workﬂow, transcript not needed for short edits, similarity to TV 
Portability Laptop, paper 
Usability Drag ’n ’drop Space on clipboard, scrolling 
Misc DAW integration, transcript turnaround time, simultaneous uploads, video support, waveform, avoidance of repetition 
Fig. 3. P3 logging interviews with a digital audio workstation on the desktop PC and word processor on the laptop. 
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b  nd the best contributors. This is done by reading, listening and watch-
ng existing material on the subject, and ﬁnding and talking to relevant
eople. During this time they also recruit a presenter for the programme.
After researching the topic, the producers then arrange interviews
ith contributors and record them (2) with the presenter either in a
tudio, an external venue or via a telecommunication link. 
Once material has been recorded, the next step is for the producer
o select which parts of the audio they want to use in the programme.
his selection process is often aided by creating ‘logs ’ of the interviews.
ogging (3) helps the producer by allowing them to see, on screen or on
aper, what was said in each interview, when and by whom, without
aving to listen to it. This allows them to quickly ﬁnd and share the
ieces that they want to use in the ﬁnal programme. It also helps them
tructure their thoughts, identify themes running through discussions,
nd make links between diﬀerent interviews. 
Logs are usually written by the producer themselves. As they have
one the research and are normally present at the recordings, they can
se their memory to navigate the material and use their experience to
uickly determine which parts are relevant. Some programmes that are
nder particular time pressure will use a third-party to create a verbatim
ranscript of a few interviews ( Baume et al., 2015 ), but most do not
ecause it is too expensive. 
In the observation, P1 and P3 wrote their logs in Microsoft Word
hilst using a digital audio workstation (DAW) to play the recording73 see Fig. 3 ). P5 reported that they usually followed a similar process,
ut did not do any logging during observation. 
The exact format of the logs varied between individuals, but they
sually contained a rough transcript of the interview with occasional
imestamps and notes. They reported that this helped them to ﬁnd im-
ortant bits in the recording later on. Each producer has their own syn-
ax, but there are commonalities. 
Timestamps were written on the logs, approximately “every 30 to
20 seconds ” (P1) with minutes and seconds in parenthesis: (4 ’20) ,
or example. This allows the producer to navigate to a particular piece
f audio much faster than they would otherwise by narrowing down
heir search range. 
The next stage is to rough edit (4) each recording, which involves
egmenting the audio into chunks, removing the chunks they don ’t in-
end on using, and to label and arrange the remaining chunks. The edit-
ng reduces the amount of material they need to work with, and the
abels make it easier to identify which parts are which. If a recording is
hort (around 15 mins or less), then this process is usually done without
ogging the content ﬁrst. 
This process of recording, logging and rough-editing is repeated until
he producer has enough material for their programme. Throughout this
rocess, a script is used to organise and structure (5) the content of the
rogramme. The script usually takes the form of an MS Word document,
ut can also be written on paper. Some producers only write a rough
C. Baume et al. Int. J. Human-Computer Studies 115 (2018) 67–80 
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i  utline, whilst others will copy in full transcriptions of the content they
re using. Some producers have an idea of what the programme will
ook like before they make any recordings, so will create the script ﬁrst.
thers will be guided by the content of the interviews, so will wait until
hey have some recordings before creating a script. 
“As I ’m organising a programme, booking interviews, talking to contribu-
ors, and planning interviews, I ’m all the time assembling a scratch structure
hat will eventually be the script. ” (P3) 
The script is also used to collaborate with and get feedback (6) from
he presenter. Using a written document rather than audio ﬁles makes
t easier to quickly review the content of the programme, make notes
nd suggestions, and to do this over large geographic distances. The
resenter uses the document to write and insert ‘links ’, which are the
arrative elements spoken by the presenter to link the interview clips
nto a story. They also insert comments and notes for the producer. Once
he script is nearing its ﬁnal stages, the presenter records (7) their links
nd sends them to the producer. 
If the programme is part of a series, it will often have theme music.
ny other music is chosen (8) by the producer, often using production
usic services such as Audio Network 5 , or the BBC ’s Desktop Jukebox.
Once the interview, links and music are ready, the producer will
ssemble these into an edit (9) that matches the script, using the DAW.
his edit will be about twice as long as the ﬁnal programme, sometimes
igniﬁcantly longer (e.g. P5 reported that they once created 22-hour-
ong rough edit for a 37-min programme). The producer then continues
o edit the audio, primarily to ‘get it down to time ’, but also to give it a
nal polish by cleaning up the audio. Cleaning involves ﬁnely adjusting
ound levels to be consistent, removing ‘umm ’s and breaths, and adding
on-speech sounds to create a rich auditory scene. Producers who are
killed at using a DAW will usually clean up the audio themselves, but
thers will bring in a sound engineer (known in the BBC as a ‘studio
anager ’), to help with this (10). 
Before a programme is broadcast, it must be signed-oﬀ by the de-
artment head, known as the ‘editor ’. Most producers will get feedback
rom the editor (11) before this, so that they have time to make any re-
uested changes. Often this happens a day or two before transmission.
ome participants reported that they sit in the room with the editor
hile the current version is played, while others sent an audio ﬁle to
he editor to listen by themselves. In both cases, the editor gives oral
eedback and suggests changes. Once the editing is complete, a ﬁnal
ersion is rendered to an audio ﬁle and added to the playout system for
he editor to sign-oﬀ (12). 
.1.2. Challenges of comprehension 
The skill of the producer is to “separate the wheat from the chaﬀ”
P1, P3, P4 – all verbatim) and to ﬁnd the clips which will make an
nteresting programme. 
“That ’s the basis of my job - to ﬁnd great stuﬀ and put it together. It ’s
ot diﬃcult putting it together, it ’s ﬁnding the great stuﬀ and ﬁnding connec-
ions between it. Getting rid of the non-great stuﬀ is challenging and time-
onsuming, and it requires mental processing. ” (P1) 
However, the sheer quantity of recordings means this process adds
igniﬁcant overhead. 
“you ’ve got an average of 45 mins per interview and in a series of three
rogrammes you ’ve got seven per programme, that ’s a lot of work ” (P3) 
Interviews recorded for speech radio often cover complex topics in
ne detail. Keeping track of all the points raised and forming a com-
elling narrative from them is a challenge. 
“All the interviews overlap with each other terribly, and have got similar
hemes. ” (P4) 
Writing the logs takes a lot of concentration as the producer must
isten to what is being said, work out how it ties in with other contribu-5 http://audionetwork.com (accessed 28/4/17). 
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74 ions and the story, and make swift judgements on whether it should be
sed. 
“one of the slightly exhausting things about doing it is the level of con-
entration you have to maintain to make good decisions, remember where
verything is, what you ’ve got, is kind of strained rather by having to just do
chleppy tasks like moving the sound and logging interviews ” (P3) 
P1 and P5 reported that they ﬁnd the oﬃce environment distracting,
o often work at home or outside the oﬃce. 
“I typically do this at home because I ﬁnd it a much less distracting en-
ironment. It does require quite intensive concentration so you don ’t miss
omething. ” (P1) 
“In the oﬃce there ’s so much pressure and you ’re always doing stuﬀ. ”
P5) 
Although P4 did not do any logging during observation, they ex-
lained that for longer recordings, they would normally write logs by
and in a notebook whilst listening on a portable music player some-
here away from the desk, such as in a café. 
The high level of concentration required, combined with the repeti-
ion of typing and listening to the interview again means that producers
eed to take regular breaks. “it ’s boring and it ’s not very easy to be eﬃcient
t it [...] when I ’m normally doing it I ’m checking my emails, making a cup
f tea. ” (P3) 
Dialogger addresses the burden of manual logging by using ASR to
utomatically generate transcripts that could be used to supplement or
eplace logging. 
.1.3. Programme script 
The producers organised the programme by writing a ‘script ’. This
s primarily used to help them structure their thoughts, but also to help
ommunicate with the presenter over email. 
In the study, P1, P2 and P5 started their scripts during the research
tage by writing an ordered list of bullet points of topics to cover and a
ist of draft questions to ask contributors. P3 and P4 waited until after
hey had done some interviews to start the script, as they wanted to
tructure the programme around the discussions that they recorded. 
P3 and P5 updated the script after every edit to ensure they were
lways in sync. This added signiﬁcant overhead but gave them a visual
tructure to follow when making the ﬁnal changes. Having an accurate
cript also makes it easier to re-use the programme afterwards, when
reating another version of a diﬀerent length, or for pulling out clips for
he website. 
“[The script] is going to be invaluable when it comes to re-cutting this. ”
P5) 
Although Dialogger does not include a written script, it may reduce
he need for keeping a separate script as the producer ’s edited audio is
resented as text. 
.1.4. Mark-up 
P1, P3 and P5 would make comments for themselves in the log to
elp them when editing. For example, “[good to here, dull after] ” or
[trails oﬀ 9 ′30] ”. P1 also used a star rating system to rate the qual-
ty of each point, for example “[ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ should use this stuﬀ, but dramatically
ut down] ”. 
“What I sometimes do when I edit are star good bits, and I think that ’s
uite a common trait. ” (P3) 
Bold highlighting was also used by P1 and P3 to mark bits of the
ranscript which are important and worth keeping. 
“what I did was just put in bold the paragraphs I thought were worth
keeping] ” (P1) 
P2 used a diﬀerent approach to logging their material. Instead of
ogging the material by writing a transcript, they played the recording
n a DAW and used a keyboard shortcut to create timed markers at any
oints of interest. By seeing where the markers clustered, they identiﬁed
here to make clips, then gave each of the clips labels. This approach
llowed them to focus more on the audio, but didn ’t allow them to make
ny detailed notes. 
C. Baume et al. Int. J. Human-Computer Studies 115 (2018) 67–80 
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o.1.5. Sound quality 
Radio is an audio-only medium, so the quality of the content is highly
ependent on the quality of the sound. The criteria producers use for
eciding whether a piece of audio is good enough to use in their pro-
ramme is not just about what was said, but how it was said and how
ell it was said. 
“How people say things is very important. ” (P5) 
On the one hand, producers need to listen out for any poor qual-
ty sound that might negatively aﬀect the programme, such as people
umbling, stumbling, coughing, or any excessive background noise. 
“I ’ve done paper edits before where I ’ve gone back to that bit of audio and
hey didn ’t quite ﬁnish the sentence or they muttered it. You just couldn ’t use
t at that point. ” (P3) 
However, the producers were are also listening out for anything that
orked particularly well, such as a moment of comedy or passion, or a
ound that perfectly captures the right feeling. Identifying these using
he text of a transcript is very diﬃcult or impossible. 
Every participant that performed logging played the audio faster
han real time at least once. This allowed them to eﬃciently listen out
or anything they might want to use while reviewing parts of the inter-
iew that may not be of interest (e.g. oﬀ-topic or ‘oﬀ-mic ’ discussions).
2 also used faster playback to prevent themselves from over-thinking
heir edit decisions and picking out too much material. 
“The ability to listen at faster than real-time [...] gives me the opportunity
o come to a swifter decision. ” (P2) 
Dialogger includes integrated playback, where clicking on a word
eplays the audio from that position. This should make it simple for the
roducer to hear how things were said and identify poor quality audio.
.1.6. Edit technique 
If the recording was short and had been recorded recently, as was
he case for P4 and P5, it can be edited without ﬁrst creating a log. 
“If it ’s a quick ten minutes with three questions, you don ’t need to bother ”
P3, also P4 and P5) 
In this situation, we observed that the producers listened through
he recording using a DAW and pressed a keyboard shortcut to split
he recording, usually at the beginning/end of questions/answers. They
hen went back to remove unwanted segments and add labels to the
emaining ones. 
In the cases where the recording was logged (P1, P2, P3), the pro-
ucers used the log to decide which parts to select or remove. They used
he timestamps written in the log to narrow down their search area for
ach clip they extracted. However, even with a reduced search area, the
roducers found it time-consuming to ﬁnd the exact start and end point
f each clip using the DAW interface. 
In the study, three of the participants (P3, P4 and P5) used SADiE as
heir DAW, which is provided to the producers by the BBC. However,
he other two participants chose to use other software packages that
ren ’t formally supported. P1 used Adobe Audition because they were
amiliar with the interface and it was installed on their laptop, unlike
ADiE which was only available to them on a desktop computer. 
P2 comes from a television production background and used Apple ’s
inal Cut Pro, which is primarily a video editor but also includes audio
diting functionality. P2 used Final Cut Pro because they were familiar
ith the interface and had it on their laptop. In addition, they enjoyed
eing able to import audio directly from video content without having
o use another program to extract the audio ﬁrst, and being able to use
he video ‘titles ’ feature to make written notes that can later be viewed
n time with the audio. 
Dialogger includes EDL export, which will allow it to integrate with
xisting digital audio workstations, as used by the producers. 
.2. Semantic editing workﬂow 
This section discusses the results and themes that emerged from the
valuation of the semantic editing interface. Participants were ﬁrst in-75 roduced to Dialogger through a training stage (Stage 2). All of the par-
icipants completed the training without any major issues. However,
his stage highlighted a requirement for keyboard shortcuts which was
ot previously identiﬁed. P2 and P3 kept trying to use the space bar
o start and pause audio playback. This is a common shortcut in most
AWs which these participants naturally reached for. Reports on previ-
us semantic editing systems have not mentioned keyboard shortcuts,
owever they could be used to assist the editing process. 
In the rest of this section, we will discuss each of the themes that
ame out of the coding (see Table 1 ). 
.2.1. Navigation 
Participants reported that having the transcript available in the se-
antic editing interface allowed them to read and search the record-
ngs much faster than they normally would with a waveform, which is
n line with previous ﬁndings from Whittaker and Amento (2004) and
oon et al. (2014) . 
“with having a transcript you ’re able to immediately scan through it
0/15 times faster. Maybe that ’s an exaggeration but it feels ten times faster ”
P1) 
The transcripts also allowed the participants to quickly cross ref-
rence what was said in various interviews without having to listen
hrough multiple times. 
“where I ’m picking shorter clips, making a point and moving on or I ’m
eveloping an argument between diﬀerent people and cutting between them,
t feels a lot more easy to construct that ‘on paper ’ than what I ’m currently
oing ” (P2) 
Being able to click on a word to navigate to that point in the audio
lso enabled the participants to use visual search to quickly ﬁnd and
isten to bits they were looking for. 
“you can do that with your eyes even quicker - zone straight in on the bits
nd that click to go ‘that bit ’, ‘that sentence there ’, ‘that word there ’ ” (P4) 
Participants reported that editing with a transcript was primarily
seful when working at the sentence level. When the granularity of edit-
ng involves removing individual words, ‘umm ’s or breaths, they said
hat the DAW software is much better suited to these tasks. This sup-
orts our design decision to integrate with DAWs. 
“the real editing work actually happens after this has passed its main
oint of usefulness ” (P3) 
.2.2. Transcript accuracy 
When using the semantic editing interface, editing decisions are
ased on an ASR transcript which is only partially accurate. Previous re-
earch has shown that for editing voicemail recordings ( Whittaker and
mento, 2004 ), discussions ( Sivaraman et al., 2016 ) and spoken com-
ents ( Yoon et al., 2014 ), ASR transcripts were considered suﬃciently
ccurate. However, the ASR accuracy required for navigation and edit-
ng in radio production is currently unknown. 
The participants in our study suggested that the transcripts were,
enerally speaking, suﬃciently accurate for their purposes. 
“It ’s clearly not 100% in word recognition but I ’m feeling it ’s certainly
ood enough for my rough cut purposes at this point ” (P2) 
If the recording being edited was made recently, the producer can
se their memory of what was said to make sense of the inaccuracies in
he transcript. 
“Both these interviews [being edited] are relatively recent so I have it rea-
onably in my mind what they ’ve been saying. I was able to read roughly what
here was - ‘okay that ’s that question ’, ‘I know what was in that question ’ ”
P1) 
In the existing radio production process, transcripts are used to aid
he producer and presenter, but are not shared outside of the production
eam. In our study, the producers we observed only used the transcript
o navigate and edit the audio. However, P3 and P4 noted that they
ere interested in correcting the transcript later so it could be shared
r published. 
C. Baume et al. Int. J. Human-Computer Studies 115 (2018) 67–80 
Fig. 4. P2 using a highlighter pen with a printout. 
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e“I ’m probably posting transcripts for the whole interview. So I do need to
o through and correct ” (P4) 
Being able to provide corrected transcripts has the potential to make
n impact beyond improving the editing workﬂow. For example, tran-
cripts of the ﬁnished programme could make the audio content search-
ble and re-usable for print media. 
.2.3. Mark-up 
During the study, P1 and P3 copied the transcript text from the in-
erface into MS Word. They reported that they did this because there
as no annotation functionality available within Dialogger. 
They inserted paragraph breaks, added notes after paragraphs, and
ighlighted desired parts of the transcript in bold. Once the transcript
as annotated in MS Word, they went back to Dialogger, found the parts
f the transcript they wanted by scrolling though the text, then dragged
nd exported each clip individually as a .wav ﬁle. 
“it would be better to take raw lumps of transcripts and plonking them in
ord because Word has higher functionality than this ” (P3) 
Producers are very familiar with the MS Word interface so a later
ersion of our system could seek to provide a similar interface. This
ould allow producers to make annotations in the same way they do
lready. 
“With text editing, the reﬂexes are very much Microsoft Word ” (P4) 
The most basic feature that could be added is highlighting, which is
ften used to note parts of interest 
“If you just put a little star or underline or something simple to mark
hings, that would be a big gain for a small change ” (P3) 
.2.4. Portability 
P5 reported that working on paper allowed them to be productive
utside of the oﬃce, such as during their commute. 
“What would be really useful would be to [...] take it away (say when
 ’m on the train going home) and I would paper edit the bits that I need ” (P5)
Additionally, working on paper allows them to work anywhere as it
oes not require electricity. 
“It ’s highly portable. It doesn ’t require any power. ” (P2) 
In the observed task, after uploading their recording, P2 immediately
rinted the transcript and read through it on paper so that they could
ork away from the screen. 
“I ’m reading a lot of material for a sustained period so I ’d prefer to do it
n page than on screen. Just easier on my eyes. ” (P2) 
P2 then used a highlighter pen to select the desired parts of the
ecordings (see Fig. 4 ). After highlighting all the pieces they wanted,76 hey then used the Ctrl+F text search to ﬁnd the highlighted words in
ialogger. 
“it allowed me to get to clips very quickly from a reference point on a
rinted transcript ” (P2) However P2 noted that having timestamps on
he printout may be a faster way of achieving the same thing. Once they
ad found and clipped all of the highlighted parts in Dialogger, they
xported the clips into SADiE. 
P4 explained that for an upcoming programme, they were planning
o print out transcripts from Dialogger to help them collaborate with
heir presenter. 
“we ’re just going to go through it with a pencil and paper, with a printout,
nd highlight the bits we want and cross out the bits we don ’t. ” (P4) 
.2.5. Sound quality 
Part of the appeal of having a transcript is that it frees the user from
istening to the audio in real-time. It also allows users to work on paper,
way from any electronic devices. However, disconnecting the audio
rom the text fundamentally changes the production process. 
“Radio is made with your ears. You ’ll never get away from that fact that
ou need to listen ” (P4, also P2, P3, P5) There was also concern that parts
hich sounded great but didn ’t come across as well in the transcript may
ave been overlooked. 
“I was anxious it might not have sounded as good as it read, or that I
ight be missing bits that sounded great ” (P2) 
As discussed in Section 6.1.5 , the participants existing workﬂow in-
ludes playing the audio faster than real time, but that feature was not
ncluded in Dialogger. Several of the participants noted that they would
ike to have this feature added. 
“it ’s a little bit annoying that there ’s no facility for that. ” (P2) 
Although faster than real time playback normally reduces intelligi-
ility, this may be less of a problem if the transcript was available. 
“you do still need to listen through, even though you ’ve got the text. There-
ore, it would be optimised if we could listen through quickly ” (P4) 
As listening is an important part of the production process, semantic
udio interfaces would beneﬁt from providing easy access to the under-
ying audio to allow multi-modal interaction. Once the link between the
udio and the text is broken, re-linking the two together can be costly. 
.2.6. Drag-and-drop 
In Dialogger, we used a drag-and-drop technique for users to create
lips from various interviews and re-order them in a clipboard area. All
f the participants were able to use this successfully, however we quickly
ncountered issues when dealing with longer clips. 
C. Baume et al. Int. J. Human-Computer Studies 115 (2018) 67–80 
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Fig. 5. Time taken to complete the observed task for each workﬂow, compared 
to the original audio length. Lower is better. ∗ P2 logged their material on paper. 
∗ ∗ P4 and P5 did not do any logging. Due to the small sample size and variation 
in usage, no conclusions about time performance can be drawn. 
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r  “I found the interface quite clunky for pulling out big chunks of audio ”
P5) 
We performed our initial testing by pulling short clips, but for real-
ife usage, participants were mainly interested in creating large clips.
his quickly ﬁlled up the clipboard area and users struggled to ﬁnd
he space to add more clips. Sivaraman et al. (2016) found that partic-
pants were mainly interested in making small edits, which contradicts
hat we found. However, Sivaraman et al. (2016) tested their system
n recordings of voice-based discussions, rather than radio interviews.
his suggests that the context and content may have an eﬀect on the
ranularity of the user ’s edits. 
P2 suggested modifying the interface so that clips were created by
electing the text and using a button to add the clip to the end of the
lipboard. The problem could also be addressed by collapsing and ex-
anding the clips to minimise the area they occupy. 
.2.7. Usability 
Users could transfer their edits from Dialogger to a DAW by saving
nd opening a ﬁle. However, some participants wanted much tighter
ntegration with the DAW, including bi-directional transfer of edits, so
hat edits made in the DAW were reﬂected in the semantic editor and
ice-versa. 
“Instead of thinking about it as a paper edit, if you think of it as the paper
dit result of the sound edit ” (P3) 
None of the participants found the waveform display in Dialogger to
e useful, and found it to be an unnecessary addition to the transcript
ext. 
“You ’re either working with text or working with the waveform. You don ’t
eed both. ” (P5) 
Some participants also noted that they would prefer a cut-and-paste
pproach to copy-and-paste, as this prevents any duplication of content.
his could also be achieved by marking which parts of recordings have
lready been used. 
“When you have a big load of stuﬀ, it ’s comforting to know that you ’re
ot duplicating your work. ” (P4) 
.3. Metrics 
.3.1. Time 
The time taken to complete the observed tasks was recorded (see
ig. 5 ). As various recordings of diﬀerent lengths were used for the ex-
sting and new workﬂows, the times are reported relative to the length
f the original unedited audio. In all cases, the producers were able to
un the ASR processing as a background task so this was not included
n the calculation. P1, P2 and P3 used the semantic editor after their
xisting process, while P4 and P5 did the opposite. However as diﬀer-
nt recordings were edited on each system, the presentation order is not
xpected to aﬀect the results. 
The mean average time for semantic editing was 0.79 minutes per
inute of audio, versus 1.13 minutes for the existing method, which is
 44% improvement. However, a paired t -test revealed that there was
o statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence ( p = 0.24). This is due to the small77 ample size and the large variations in timings resulting from P4 and P5
ot doing any logging, and P2 printing out and annotating their tran-
cript before editing. Semantic speech editing may have the potential
o reduce the time needed for logging and rough-editing material, but
urther investigation with a larger sample and consistent workﬂow is
equired to measure time performance. 
.3.2. Cognitive load 
After completing both tasks in the observation, the participants were
sked to rate both the old and new workﬂows using the raw NASA-
LX metrics ( Hart and Staveland, 1988 ). No signiﬁcant diﬀerences were
etected for any of the metrics using the paired t -test. With only ﬁve
articipants and marginal diﬀerences, it was not possible to draw any
onclusions about cognitive load from these results. They indicate that
ialogger requires slightly less eﬀort and mental demand, and is less
rustrating. However it is considered more physically demanding, tem-
orally demanding and scores lower in performance. 
.3.3. Longitudinal deployment 
After the interviews and observations were complete, the partici-
ants were given access to Dialogger for a further month (Stage 5).
uring this time their actions were logged electronically and they were
mailed each week to ask which features they found useful, or were
issing. P3 was unavailable immediately after the study, so could not
ake part in this stage. 
Most of the comments received in the longitudinal deployment were
lready picked up by the ﬁrst part of the study. In the remaining com-
ents, all of the participants said they enjoyed being able to use Dialog-
er outside of the oﬃce and at home. Some reported that they had issues
ploading content with their slow network connections, and P2 sug-
ested that allowing multiple simultaneous uploads would allow them
o leave it running overnight. 
Participants were given access to the system for one month after the
tudy. The logs from the interface were analysed to see how the partic-
pants used Dialogger during this stage of the study. All of the partici-
ants continued to use the semantic editor of their own accord as part
f their work. The total time spent by the four remaining participants
P1, P2, P4, P5) using Dialogger during the one-month deployment was
3 hours and 58 minutes. Over 14 hours of those were from P2, with P4
sing it for 5 hours, P1 for 3 hours and P5 for 20 minutes. During this
eriod, 86 recordings were uploaded and 58 audio edits were exported.
Users could navigate the content by either clicking on the waveform
r by clicking on a word in the transcript. The interaction log showed
hat over 98% of navigation actions were executed by clicking on a
ord, which shows a clear preference for navigating by text compared
o waveforms. 
. Discussion 
We found that producers face a number of challenges with audio
diting in radio production. There is often a large quantity of audio to
rocess so it can take a long time. The content of the speech is usually
omplex and contains interconnections to things said in other record-
ngs, which can be diﬃcult to keep track of. Making editorial decisions
lso requires a high degree of concentration over an extended period,
hich is demanding, especially in the noisy and distracting oﬃce envi-
onment. 
We observed that in their existing workﬂow, participants tackled
hese challenges by employing a number of techniques to ﬁlter and ar-
ange their audio content. They started by listening back to all of their
ecordings, which allowed them to simultaneously assess the editorial
ontent and sound quality of the audio. For long recordings, many par-
icipants ‘logged ’ the audio as they listened, by typing rough transcrip-
ions and notes into a word processor, which they later used to help
hem edit the audio using a digital audio workstation (DAW). For short
ecordings, instead of logging, participants segmented their recordings
C. Baume et al. Int. J. Human-Computer Studies 115 (2018) 67–80 
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T  n the audio editor during playback, and went back to remove unwanted
egments and label the rest. All of the participants used a word proces-
or to create a programme script in which they developed the structure
nd content of their story. They used annotations to highlight or rate the
ranscripts, and wrote notes to help them with selecting and assembling
he ﬁnal content. 
We introduced a semantic editing system into professional radio pro-
uction, which the study participants were able to successfully use as
art of their workﬂow. On average, the semantic editing workﬂow was
uch faster than the existing workﬂow, in line with previous ﬁndings
rom Whittaker and Amento (2004) , but our results were not statisti-
ally signiﬁcant so this requires further investigation. All participants
ontinued to use the system after the trial, which shows that semantic
diting performs a useful function in their production workﬂow. How-
ver, we identiﬁed a number of important features that were missing or
ould be used to improve future semantic speech editing systems. These
elated to listening, annotation, collaboration and portability, each of
hich are discussed below. 
.1. Listening 
Logging is an important process that primarily involves labelling and
rganising content, however it is time consuming. Some participants
ound the logging process to be valuable because it gave them the op-
ortunity to listen back through their recordings, and make connections
etween various bits of content. This cross-referencing could also be as-
isted by providing links between words within and between recordings.
or example, selecting a word could display and replay other mentions
f that word in other recordings. 
Another important reason for listening is to ensure a high ‘sound
uality ’. Participants wanted to avoid low quality audio such as ‘umm ’s,
umbling, coughing and excessive background noise, but they also
anted to ensure they didn ’t miss any high quality audio moments that
ight not have been identiﬁed using the transcript. Faster playback is
lready used in radio production to reduce the time spent listening to
aterial, however more sophisticated time compression algorithms such
s those described by Arons (1997) could be used. Time compression has
ot been included in previous semantic editing systems, but should be
onsidered in the future, especially as Vemuri et al. (2004) found that
he maximum time compression factor is signiﬁcantly higher when an
SR transcript is present. 
Removal of ‘umm ’s and breaths, known in radio production as ‘de-
mming ’, is either done by the producer themselves or with the help of a
ound engineer, depending on the producer ’s experience and time pres-
ure. To maintain sound quality, the removal of umms/breaths must be
udibly transparent and participants reported that this can diﬃcult to
chieve. Previous semantic editing systems have included functionality
o remove umms ( Berthouzoz et al., 2012 ) and breaths ( Rubin et al.,
013 ), however these were made possible because the manually gen-
rated transcripts explicitly transcribed those items. ASR systems are
ormally trained to ignore umms/breaths rather than transcribe them,
hich prevented us from including this functionality. A transcription
ystem that includes these would allow us to add this functionality, how-
ver further research is needed into the extent to which de-umming can
e automated in this way. 
.2. Annotation 
All of the participants used a script document to structure and assem-
le their programme, and as a medium to inform and gather feedback
rom the presenter about the content and layout of the programme. Al-
hough the clipboard of our semantic editing system acted much like a
rogramme script, the participants did not use it in that way because it
as missing some key functionality for annotation and collaboration. 
Annotation features were an important requirement that we did not
ick up on during the design speciﬁcation, and which have not been in-78 luded in previous semantic speech editing systems. Two participants in
ur study deviated from the expected workﬂow in order to annotate the
ranscript, and the other participants noted the absence of such function-
lity. Participants wanted to be able to annotate the transcripts as they
ould with a word processor, in order to highlight or rate particularly
ood parts of their recordings, add personal comments, and to segment
nd label the content. These activities serve primarily as a mnemonic
evice, but can also be used for collaborating with others. 
A simple solution for achieving this would be to allow the transcripts
o be formatted, and for textual comments to be inserted and edited. To
ake the semantic speech editing interface more like a traditional word
rocessor, drag-and-drop editing could be replaced with cut/copy/paste
imilar to Whittaker and Amento (2004) and Rubin et al. (2013) . Alter-
atively, rather than adding word processing functionality to a semantic
peech editor, semantic speech editing could be added to a word pro-
essor. 
.3. Collaboration 
Scripts are used as a tool for collaborating with colleagues such as
he presenter because the programme ’s content and structure can be
uickly reviewed and commented on by others without them having to
pend time downloading and listening to the audio. Our semantic edit-
ng system was designed for individual access to transcripts and edits,
owever this meant that they could not be shared with the presenter. A
etter approach would be to allow multiple users to navigate and edit
he same material. This could be achieved using operational transfor-
ation ( Sun et al., 2004 ) which can support concurrent users editing
he same content. Participants were also interested in tighter integra-
ion with the DAW. The same technology could be used to create bi-
irectional integration with DAWs, so that any edits made in the DAW
re automatically updated in the semantic editor and vice-versa. 
.4. Portability 
Participants reported that the open-plan oﬃce environment in which
hey worked was often noisy and distracting, and that they had diﬃ-
ultly working on screens for extended periods. As a result, many re-
orted that they work from home to get away from the oﬃce or print
ranscripts so they can get away from the screen. A more portable se-
antic speech editing system would allow producers the ﬂexibility to
ork where they wanted. 
Digital pen interfaces such as the Anoto system could be used to
reate a paper-based semantic editor that can be used anywhere and
oes not involve screens. Additionally, it naturally supports freehand
nnotation and may be a better medium for face-to-face collaboration.
lemmer et al. (2003) has previously explored how speech can be nav-
gated using paper transcripts and Weibel et al. (2008) describes how
n Anoto system can be used to edit digital documents, however these
pproaches have yet to be combined. 
.5. ASR Transcripts 
Participants reported that the ASR transcripts were suﬃciently accu-
ate for editing, supporting similar previous ﬁndings from Whittaker and
mento (2004) and Sivaraman et al. (2016) . This is helped by the fact
hat radio producers record the audio themselves, and can use their
emory to cope with inaccuracies. Most participants were only inter-
sted in correcting errors that were distractingly wrong, which were of-
en names or locations related to the story. However, as these are known
head of time, they could be provided to the ASR system as a way to
weak or expand the language model. 
Currently transcripts of each programme are not published due to the
igh cost and overhead of producing them, however several participants
ere interested in fully correcting their transcripts so they could do this.
he availability of ASR could have the potential to extend the scope
C. Baume et al. Int. J. Human-Computer Studies 115 (2018) 67–80 
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 f radio production to include publication of transcripts, such as on a
rogramme ’s website. This could help to improve discoverability of the
rogramme ’s content through web search, for example. 
. Conclusion 
We applied semantic speech editing techniques to professional radio
roduction by designing and developing a semantic speech editor based
n user requirements, and performing a contextual study of semantic
peech editing with producers at the BBC. We found that the partici-
ants were successful in using semantic speech editing to produce real
rogrammes and continued to do so after the study. Our results high-
ighted a number of opportunities to better address the needs of radio
roducers. Annotation features such as highlighting, ratings and com-
ents are needed to aid producers in organising and structuring their
ontent. Radio production is a collaborative process, so semantic editing
ools should support multiple users. Use of operational transformation
ould allow concurrent editing and integration between multiple inter-
aces. Some participants struggled with oﬃce and screen-based work-
ng so portable interfaces, such as those oﬀered by digital pen technol-
gy, would give producers the ﬂexibility to work where they are most
roductive. Unwanted noises such as ‘umms ’ and breaths must be re-
oved transparently, which is done by the producer or sound engineer.
y training ASR systems to transcribe these noises, this could be done
n the semantic editor. However, further research is required into the
ound quality achieved by this approach. Finally, ‘radio is made with
our ears ” so there are limits to how much editing can be done us-
ng a text-based interface. Editing tools should provide easy access to
layback and use time compression features, which allow users to listen
uch faster, particularly in combination with the transcript. 
. Future work 
In this study, we compared the semantic editing workﬂow, which
ncluded a transcript, to the existing workﬂow, which did not. Future
esearch could consider how much beneﬁt is derived from the transcript
tself, compared to the semantic editing interface. 
Natural language processing could applied to the ASR transcript to
elp users navigate and structure long recordings of speech. For ex-
mple, a text segmentation algorithm ( Choi, 2000 ) could divide an
nterview into diﬀerent topics, and a keyword extraction algorithm
 Matsuo and Ishizuka, 2004 ) could provide a summary of what was dis-
ussed. 
Based on the results of this work, we developed the prototype fur-
her to take into account the feedback from the producers in our study.
e handed the prototype over to a development team at the BBC who
ave now turned it into an oﬃcially supported production tool. This has
llowed producers from around the BBC to use the tool as part of their
ormal workﬂow. As of October 2016, the system has 45 active users
nd has processed 265 audio recordings. We will continue to collect
sage and interaction metrics for later analysis. 
After this study, we added the ability to print augmented paper tran-
cripts, whose annotations result in automatic edits to the source audio.
his was done in a collaboration between the BBC and Anoto, and is cur-
ently being evaluated against screen-based editing in a further study. 
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